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Abstract
Blogs form an important source of information in today’s internet world. Most of
the blog websites have the blogs arranged
in chronological order rather than its contents. Such arrangement of blogs makes it
difficult for the user searching information about a particular topic from the
blog. To resolve this problem, we propose an idea to cluster the blogs. There
are several clustering algorithms available. The objective of this paper is to understand various steps involved in clustering blog information and working of clustering algorithms, followed by detailed
analysis of FCM and means to improve
the clustering using FCM clustering algorithm.
Keywords: Blog Clustering, TFIDF,
FCM, IR

1 Introduction
In our project, Clustering Blog Information, we divided clustering process in
three steps; Data Collection, Data
Processing and Clustering Algorithm. Data collection is an elementary process in
clustering blog information used to obtain
data to be clustered. Data can be obtained
online or offline.
We consider blogs data as the source
information and ignore any images, addi-

tional control buttons within the blogs.
Data collection is used to eliminate the
images or any factor that is included in
blogs other than the text. Online blogs
consists of HTML tags which carry no
information for clustering. Eliminating
HTML tags from the blogs forms an important step in the data collection process.
Data processing follows the data collection process of clustering blog information. Data retrieved from the blog
website using data collection, consists of
repetitive and less important information.
For example, punctuation marks, pronouns, etc carry very little almost null information. Hence, data should be filtered
to get rid of repetitive and less important
information. Data processing performs
the required function and converts the
blog data into a format that could be used
by clustering algorithms. Data processing
uses different weight assigning schemes
to assign weight to terms in the blogs.
The weight assigned terms are passed as
an input data to the clustering algorithms.
Clustering algorithms like K-means,
VSM cosine similarity measurement
based, LSI and FCM have been used to
cluster text documents. We followed the
approach of understanding, implementing
and comparing, the working of four clustering algorithms on the blog data and
selected the optimum clustering algorithm depending on the output. The fol-
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lowing section summarizes the results of
study for each clustering algorithm.
VSM represents documents and query
as vectors. The angle between the document and query defines the similarity between them. In the experiments performed cosine similarity measurement is
used to determine the angle between document and query. Thus output of VSM is
vector representation of documents and
query; incorporation of cosine similarity
measurement with VSM gives the similarity measure of document to the query.
To retrieve clusters from the similarity
measurement an additional threshold is
required. Also VSM with cosine similarity measurement fails to cluster documents
with different vocabulary but same contents.
LSI overcomes the disadvantages of
VSM by introducing clustering based on
concepts rather than terms within the
documents. However, output of LSI is a
score that indicates the similarity of documents to the query based on concept. In
order to retrieve the clusters from LSI an
additional threshold needs to be implemented on the output score.
VSM cosine similarity measure and
LSI have a common disadvantage. The
similarity measure in VSM and the score
in LSI depend on the query. Hence with
change in query, clusters change and
eliminate documents that are not related
to the query even though they are related
to the cluster.
Unlike VSM cosine similarity measure
and LSI, output of k-means and FCM is
clusters. However, for k-means, clustering depends on the mean and the mean
changes with the number of clusters. Dependence of clustering on means, results
in clusters with documents that are not
correlated to each other. Contrary, the
documents in the FCM clusters are correlated to each other. Thus, amongst the
discussed clustering algorithms, we select

FCM as the clustering algorithm for blog
clustering.

1.1 FCM Shortcomings
Documents in the FCM clusters are
strongly correlated; however FCM clusters are sensitive to the initialization of
membership matrix and center. Sensitivity of algorithm to initialization results in
different cluster with single execution.
The following table depicts the change in
clusters with every execution.
Consider the documents:
D1: Large Singular Value computations
D2: Software Library for the Space
Singular Value Decomposition
D3: Introduction to Modern Information Retrieval
D4: Using Linear Algebra for Intelligent Information Retrieval
D5: Matrix Computations
D6: Singular Value Analysis of Cryptograms
D7: Automatic Information Organization
Run
#

Clusters

Document

Objective
Function

1

1
2

D1,D2,D5,D6
D3,D4,D7

20.3186

2

1
2

D1,D2,D5,D7
D3,D4,D6,D7

20.3186

3

1
2

D1,D5
D2,D3,D4,D6,D7

20.3186

4

1

D1,D2,D3,D4,D6,D7

2

D5

1
D1,D2,D5,D6,D7
2
D3,D4
Fig. 1: Result of Classical TFIDF

20.3186

5

20.3186

Referring above table, we see that the
documents in the cluster change, documents forming a cluster are different with
every run. As long as same documents
form a cluster, which cluster they form (1
or 2) does not matter. Thus, we can see
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that the above cluster is sensitive to the
initialization of membership matrix.
FCM gives the cluster depending on
the cluster size given by the user. As the
cluster size changes the documents belonging to the cluster changes. Thus,
clustering of document depends on the
optimum number of clusters.

1.2 FCM data and cluster
analysis
Large data analysis was performed in
understanding the changing behavior of
the FCM clusters.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was performed on the FCM to reduce the sensitivity of the clusters on the random initialization of the membership function. GA
succeeded in obtaining the minimum objective function and the number of clusters; however the documents forming
clusters changed.
Cluster merging was implemented to
reduce the effects of random initialization
of membership function, on clusters.
Cluster merging assisted in obtaining the
optimum number of clusters however, the
effect of initialization on the clusters sustained.
Several data sets, consisting of large
and small number of documents were implemented to narrow down the factor,
which is affected by the initialization of
the membership function.
Based on large data analysis, it was
concluded:
“ As long as the input data to the
FCM is correct, the random initialization of
membership function has null effect on the
clusters for membership value 2”

The conclusion resulted in evolution of
a modified keyword weight assigning
scheme.

1.3 Modified TFIDF
Part A:

Where: Max term per document – Total
number of terms in a document
Term occurrence in that document –how
many times the term occurs in the document
Term document Length – maximum occurrence of terms in a document in which
the term occurs
Max term occurrence – maximum of all
the term occurrences in the document
Part B:

Modified TFIDF performs cumulation
of terms. The weight is assigned such that
the value indicates total number of terms
in the document in which term occurs and
the number of documents in which the
term occurs. The modified TFIDF weight
of the term determines the contribution of
the term in the document and is independent of the terms occurring in other documents.

1.4 Cluster Size
FCM clusters depend on Cluster size.
As the cluster size changes the documents
in the cluster change. This problem could
be solved using cluster merging. In cluster merging, FCM starts with large number of clusters and stops when the cluster
could no longer be merged. However,
considering the application, clustering
blog information, the size of the cluster
should meet user’s requirement. User
should have the option, if he/she wants a
general overview of what types of documents are present under the topic or
he/she is looking for specific information
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within the blogs. The approach to meet
this requirement is, provide two clusters
for the dataset and have a certain depth
within each cluster. The peculiarity of
clustered information increases with the
depth within each cluster. As a result the
user has both general overview and specific information at its display and has the
choice as per user’s requirement.

vs. Iteration. The graph proves that the
objective function decreases and eventually reaches a steady value. Figure 5 is
the final graph, indicating the data points
and clusters in the right half, objective
function variation with each iteration and
sub clusters objective function.

1.5 Comparison of Classical TFIDF and Modified TFIDF
In classical TFIDF weight of a term in
a document affects the weight of other
terms in other documents. Classical
TFIDF gives the closeness of the documents however; it does not include information about how different the documents are from each other.
Run
#

Objective
Function

Clusters

Document

1

1
2

D3,D4,D7
D1,D2,D5,D6

0.5176

2

1
2

D3,D4,D7
D1,D2,D5,D6

0.5176

3

1
2

D1,D2,D5,D6
D3,D4,D7

0.5176

4

1
2

D3,D4,D7
D1,D2,D5,D6

0.5176

1
D3,D4,D7
2
D1,D2,D5,D6
Fig. 2: Result of Modified TFIDF

0.5176

Fig. 3: Data Center Plot

5

1.6 Results
Results of FCM Clustering on the blogs
mentioned in above section are summarized in the graphs below. Figure 3 shows
data center plot for the seven documents
introduced in above sections. Blue data
points are the documents and green data
points indicate the center of the cluster.
Figure 4 is the graph of objective function

Fig. 4: FCM Cluster Objective Function
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The number of clusters is determined by
the user depending on the granularity of
information required by the user.
Thus, with modified TFIDF and
sub-clustering the clustering blog information algorithm gives correct result and
the user can view the clusters depending
on the granularity of information required
by the user.

2 References

Fig. 5: Cluster & Sub Cluster Objective Function

1.7 Conclusion
Clustering the chronologically arranged blogs as per the contents provides
more useful information to the user. Most
often the chronological blogs do not have
the same information, which in turn
makes it difficult for the user to search
the information within blogs. Content
based clustering blogs, helps the user find
the required information.
Modified TFIDF proportionately assigns weight to the term, such that each
term knows its contribution in the document. Modified TFIDF gives consistent
clusters with the same objective function.
Document clustering using FCM depends on the clustering size. As the cluster size changes the documents in the
cluster changes. Increasing the number of
clusters increases the granularity within
each cluster. Considering the application,
clustering blog information, the size of
the cluster should be as per user’s requirement. This requirement is provided
by dividing the dataset into two clusters
and specifying depth within each cluster.
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